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Collage flower ~ “homelife 6” ~


We are going to have fun tearing up paper and re assembling it into a collage - I made a flower 
but you might have other ideas.  You can use your home made inks from vegetable matter that 
you made last week, or make some more - boil them up in some water - beware of powerful 
smells!, texture has also changed in an interesting way - keep in fridge and use quickly!

Gather together interesting printed materials from your recycling bin choose nice colours and 
patterns  you can use any kind of paper and light card together - I used tea packets and some 
flyers I had picked up for exactly this purpose - it’s funny to see what they are now!


 



Beetroot Ink - Red its gone quite gloopy!	 	    Red Cabbage Ink  - Purple but stinky	 


Turmeric Ink Yellow	 	 	 	 	 Tea packets - saved for colour and pattern
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Materials - Vegetable Inks

Boiled infusions from last week!

Black tea

turmeric tea

Beetroot tea

Onion skin tea

Red Cabbage tea ( great colour beware of 

Printed paper and light card 
From your collection of recyclables

Scissors

Stick Glue

Paper

Paint brushes and home made drawing tools 
from last week
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Printed paper - fliers and other 		 	 	      tear it up - see the colours and shapes


Tear strips and different shapes	 	 	       Arrange shapes into patterns


When you have decided - Glue 	 	 	    Add detail to your design, play with     

                                                                               pattern and colour
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Listen to your work, let the story unfold                  Cut out more shapes,


Keep listening looking and let your story 	 	      Use your vegetable inks to add more  

unfold                                                                       colour


You can stick your work into your sketchbook when you are done - or hang it on the wall 
if it’s large! 

Mine was too big for my sketchbook so I think I’ll do some more that will fit! 

If you want to experiment you can use the sap from a dandelion as glue too!


*(~_~)*   SHARING  <@v@>   <#-#>   <~.~> 


You can upload your drawings to your instagram - add  #crawfordartgalleryhomelife  
This is a place where everybody can share their drawings, photos and ideas

I would love to see what you do!


Keep an eye on #crawfordartgalleryhomelife 

I will check in there and follow any ideas you share (: we can create this # together :)
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